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What is computation?
… syntactic manipulation of symbols (i.e. based on shapes, not on 

content/meaning) according to a set of rules

The paradigmatic example: Turing Machine

Abstract computing devices with 2 principal parts: 

l a tape (divided into squares containing a symbol or blank)

l A read-write head (with a machine table and scanner)

l A head: moves to the right/left, reads or writes a symbol on the 
tape

l Machine table (a program) a finite list of instructions specifying 5 
pieces of information:



Computational model of cognition
Cognition involves mental manipulations (creating, transforming, 

deleting) of mental representations of the world

Computers are automatic symbol manipulators par excellence

Taking computer analogy seriously: cognition really is a species of 
(digital) computation

l What is the nature of mental representation?

l What sorts of representations do computational models
„manipulate”?

l How do these representations represent what they do?

l What kinds of cognitive architectures are there?

l How does computation relate to consciousness?



Theories of Mind
The Representational Theory of Mind (RTM):

l Cognitive states are relations to (mental) representations which
have content

l Cognitive processes are (mental) operations on representations

The computational theory of mind (CTM)

l The relations in RTM are computational;

l The operations in RTM are computational;

l The representations in RTM are computational.



What is computation?
i. The current state (of the machine)

ii. The input (read) symbol

iii. The ouput (write) symbol

iv. A head movement (L/R)

v. The next state

Church-Turing thesis: For any effective procedure for calculating a 
function there exist a TM that computes the function calculated by 
the procedure (i.e. which does what the procedure does)



What is computation?



Key terms
Architectures: typical digital machines organizations

l An organization: how information is stored, what determines the 
flow of information through the system

l An algorithm (or effective procedure): a series of steps for doing
something that is guaranteed to get a result (cf. a heuristics)

In other words: a finite sequence of well-defined steps, each of 
which takes only a finite amount of memory and time to complete
and which comes to an end (on a finite input)

l A program: a finite list of instructions from some programming
language (encoding an algorithm)



Key terms
Equivalence of algorithms (programs):

l Weak equivalence: they give the same output (for each input)

l Strong equivalence: weak equivance + get their answers in the 
same way

Above notions important in assesing the psychological plausibility of 
a computational model of a cognitive capacity (reaction time, 
memory usage, error rates



Von Neumann machines
i. Fully automatic (independent of human operator)

ii. [memory] Capable of storing both: the digital information needed
in computations and some instructions

iii. [stored program] instructions governing the actual routine

iv. [control] there must exist an organ which can automatically
execute the orders stored in the memory

v. [arithmetic] 

vi. [I-O] there must exist devices, the input and output organ, 
whereby the human operator and the machine can communicate
with each other

Cycle of operations: fetch, operate, store



Von Neumann machines



Von Neumann vs Turing machines
i. Both direct (absolute, random) and indirect (relative) access to 

memory (vNM) vs. only relative access (TM)

ii. The program can be stored as data in memory

iii.It has specialized computational organs (TMs have no special-
purpose circuits)

iv. vNM allows to exploit „subroutines” - modularity, fast detection
of a problem within a system

v. „Complexity profiles”: the number of steps, time, memory
required to run different algorithms



Production systems
A production system is a scheme for specyfying an information

processing system. It consists of a set of productions, each
production consisting of a condition and an action. It has also a 
collection of data structures that encode the information upon 
which the production system works […] (Newell 1973)

i. A set of production rules (if – then)

ii. A memory workspace („context”)

iii. A rule interpreter

A cycle of operation: match the condition of some production to the 
results of the workspace→ resolve conflicts between
productions→ act on the workspace (match, resolve, act)



Production systems
Work space

green, weights 5 kg

produce, green, 5 kg

perishable, produce, green, 5 kg

turkey, perishable, produce, green, 5
kg

watermelon, turkey, perishable,
produce, green, 5 kg

Production
P1: produce

P3: perishable

P5: turkey

P6: watermelon

STOP



Production systems
A production system halts when no more productions apply (or a 

special HALT symbol is encountered)

Programming a production system: 

l writing a set of rules

l which halts with the desired output having been produced in the 
work space.



Production systems



PSs vs von Neumann machines 
+ no separate control structure (just rule interpreter)

+ information is operated on in terms of its description in workspace
(„content” addressable, not location)

+ highly modular Pss (it's easy to extend them)

Disadvantages:

– Inefficiency (they must perform every action whose condition is
satisfied)

– opacity (hard to see – or express – algorithmic structure)



Representation: standard formats
High-level (translated into lower level code – machine code)

I. Predicate calculus (PC)

l Predicates: dog(X), is_taller_than(Y,Z), 
is_a(X,Y)

l names: X=snoopy, Y=jan
l Variables: X, Y
l Sentences, open sentences: is_taller_than(X,Y).,
dog(snoopy).,

l connectives: animal(X) :- dog(X). (if)
l quantifiers



Predicate calculus
Inquiry in PROLOG: ? - special predicate; the rest: goal

?- dog(snoopy). YES.
?- dog(X). X=snoopy. X=odie.
+ Explicit semantics

+ Well understood formal properties

+ A natural way of expressing some ideas

+ Highly modular

– lack of connections between pieces of knowledge (vs.
semantic networks or schemas/scripts – compare cognitive
psychology lectures and classes)



Frames and scripts
Marvin Minsky (1975): encountering a new situation one selects from 

memory a structure called frame.

A frame – a data structure for representing a stereotyped situation, 
include information:

l How to use the frame

l What one can expect to happen next

l A network of nodes and relations

l Top levels: fixed, represent statements that are always true.

l Lower levels (terminals) – must be filled by specific data; each
terminal specifies some conditions



Frames and scripts



Frames and scripts, cont'd
Different frames share some terminals (coordination of information)

Frame's terminals are normally already filled with default values

Action frame – a script (cf. CogPsych)

l Slots are filled by experience, default values or by pointers to 
other frames



Frames and scripts, cont'd



Evaluation
+ ability to group relevant information together for easy access

– they have no explicit semantics

– there is no general theory concerning their scope and limits

– the problem of information that doesn't belong in any particular
frame or script (a part of commonsense knowledge)


